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some of you will recall that a few months ago, serial number 477 was the lucky
guy who got a free spitfire. that was the last modified 477. after much

deliberation, api decided to create an updated, with the expected increase in
the quality of the module. the forum did not agree with this idea, but i (and

others) did. the original boxes had white outer boxes with black lettering. these
477s came with a black box and lettering. all of these units were shipped from

the factory with the word “free” printed on the bottom of the box. this was
done so that api could sell a loss leader to increase market share and to get
more people to try a product. following criticism of api’s decision to do this,

they decided to change it to “free stuff”. however they continued to charge for
shipping, they still have paper flowers in their packages, they still have their
stupid 2% add on to credit cards (which we all know is charging over $1 for a
transaction). so you could have free stuff, or even credits on your card, but
only if you pay extra for shipping? what the hell is that supposed to mean?
these are the rarities that are not manufactured for immediate release to

retailers and get sent out directly to end users for free?! these were originally a
“random-draw” among api customers. the numbers on these ones come from
zero all the way up to 32,000. we encourage those who have a spare dime to
get a second box, just for fun. so what do you think? are they worth a second

hand in the forum? or are they just paperweights? these are some of the
hottest products i have seen in a long time. api changed it up and came out

with some very nice modules that are very reliable. like others, i have a lot of
the older units, and they work great. my advice to those with them is to buy
them direct from api and not have them be a random drawing, as they are

pretty expensive once they sell out.
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the buzz audio req-2.2
mea stereo mastering

equalizer utilizes
parallel resonant

circuits in a clever
configuration whereby
the bandwidth (q) of

the circuit can be
adjusted like an active
filter, but without any

complex relay
switching. the
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inductor/capacitor
resonant tank eq

circuit runs at a low
internal signal level
which avoids any

inductor saturation
effects. the overall

result is the sound of
real choke based

filters with a big open
sound, but without the
limitation of only a few

- or no bandwidth
selections as found on
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traditional choke eq's.
encouraged by the
positive results at

masterdisk, i took the
unit back to silvertone
for further real world

evaluations in my own
environment. after

using the req 2.2 for
over a month i find
this unit has one of

the best tactile layouts
of any equalizer i've

ever used. on/off
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buttons that light up
for each channel,

overload indicators for
each side (this is really
a nice touch and more
useful than one might
expect). individual on /

off buttons for each
band. separate

switches for both the
high pass filters and

the saturation section
(selectable over 6
different presets )
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again with illuminated
buttons. if you were
lucky to get one of

these, you'd get a lot
more use out of it than

if you were to buy a
new one. if you are
planning to sell your
unit, you might want
to check the serial

number to make sure
it is still in good shape.
you could try to sell it

on ebay for a small
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sum and hope that it
has value to someone

but then again, it
might be too old to

make a sale. i'd
suggest doing a resale
search and see what
others are getting for
it. there are a few on

ebay and the geps are
still in high demand as

far as i know. try to
keep an eye on what
the market is like for
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this synth. it's a great
little synth with a lot
of history and if you
have a price range,

this is a good place to
look. 5ec8ef588b
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